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The answer is option 2: his father died. 
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 Jupiter, Co Ruler of the 4th House of the father is in the 12th House of loss 

 Sun, significator of the father in a day time chart in the 8th House of death  

 Sun  square Saturn (death) and conjunct the Moon, Ruler of the 8th  

 Venus, Ruler of the 8th of the 4th AH House square Jupiter 

 Neptune Ruler of the 4th House of the father  square Mars, Co Ruler of the 12th  

House of loss 
 

 

 

 

10 Astrologers participated in the Test. 7 Astrologers found the correct answer. Below 

follow their answers in order of receipt. 

 

Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

The AH Ascendant is in the 3rd natal House. So it could be about 3rd House issues are 

the possible answers: an accident, a short journey (honeymoon) or a loss in the family 

(3rd House  is the 12th  House of the 4th  = death of father) 
 

• A look to the Biwheel: 
 

The AH Ascendant inconjunct radix Saturn in the 8th  (Saturn is the Ruler of the natal 4th  

= father). So it is the father’s death.  
 

• Further references to the father's death in the AH: 

 

o Sun in the 8th  square Saturn 

o Eq trine Pluto in the 1rst house (death) 

o Moon in the 8th  inconjunct Vx in 3 (12th House of 4th  = father) 

o Jupiter Ruler of the  4th House in the 12th House (loss of father) 
 

 

          

 

Jacqueline (France) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 the AH Ascendant is in the sign of Jupiter, the House containing the very 

favourable Part of Fortune, but it is followed by Pluto the Destroyer 
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 Jupiter also rules the 4th  House in Pisces, the House of the father 

 The Floating Mc in the sign of Leo whose Ruler, the Sun, is the General 

Significator of the Father. The Sun is in conjunction with the Moon in Cancer in 

the deadly 8th  House 

 Jupiter is in the unhappy 12th  AH House, in Scorpio, whose ruler is Mars, which 

is in the 4th  House 

 

 

 

Erika Eilert Hein (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Moon, Ruler of the 8th (death) conjunct the Sun, both in Cancer, the sign for 

family  

 Jupiter, Ruler of 4th House of the father  in 12, loss of the father 

 11th  House (8 from 4th = death of the father) in Libra, ruler Venus conjunct Vx, Vx 

inconjunct the Moon in 8  

 Neptune, co- ruler 4th House and Pluto, co-ruler 12th  house, in the 1st  

 Sun (father) square Saturn weak in Aries (death) 

 

 

 

Pierre le Gal (France) 

uses Vedic Astology – KP system: subs, Placidus Houses and ayanamsa Lahiri. 

 

The running period for the event is : Mercury, Rahu, Jupiter. 

 

 Mercury, the ruler of the dasha, is in a sub of Saturn and Saturn signifies the 

Houses VI, VIII and XII through the subs. Saturn is in the VIII House 

 Mercury is conjunct to Jupiter and Rahu is in a nakshatra of Jupiter, the ruler of 

the House IV, the House of the parents. The Sun, which signifies the father, and 

the cusp of the House IV are in a sub of Rahu. 

 Rahu is closely aspected by Mars. So Rahu acts like Mars and adds its malice and 

suddenness to the events. Rahu is in opposition to the Sun, placed in the Nodes 

axis. Therefore, the death of the father happened suddenly. On the day of the 

event, Rahu was closely conjunct to the Sun and in a sub of Jupiter. 
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S L Narasimhan (India) 

Method - Khullar cuspsl interlink using SSL 

 

Dasa running on date of event was Mercury-Rahu-Jupiter-Moon-Mercury 

All are significators  of 9-4-10-3 and Badka 5 which gives clear indication that the native 

father was in danger. 

 

Realtime transit - Sun was transiting Moon Sign (sooksma lord) and in Saturn 

Star.  Saturn  was SSL of 4th  Cusp which is 8th House from 9th .  Moon was 

transiting  Saturn  and Mars Star.  Mars again Virtual SSL of 3rd House which is Marka 

House for native's father.  Death giving planet Saturn  was again transiting in Mars sign 

and Saturn Star.  This confirms the event  could be  father's  death only. 

 

Virtual transit- Progressed  Ascendant  SSL is Saturn which is significator of 9-4-3-10 

and 5. In the natal chart. Moon Progressed position also operate above Houses in 

Progressed chart of the event day.  Above doubly  confirms the event could be father's 

death.  

 

 

 

Aurore Paquet (France) 

uses Profections and Solar Return 

 

  We have a lunar eclipse on March 23, 2016 at 3°40 Libra conjunctn natal Uranus in 12th 

House: a sudden event is happening which is a test.  

 

The eclipse is in aspect with the natal Part of the father at 4°48 Gemini.  

 

 the Profected Asc at 9° Leo  is conjunct natal Venus almuten of the 8th House 

(death)  

 the Sun ruler of the year is significator of the father and almuten of the 11th 

House (which is the 8th  of the 4th = death of the father).  

 the Sun is in aspect with Saturn almuten de 4th House of the father 

 

In the Solar Return  Saturn Ruler of the 4th House is in 1. At this stage I am interested in 

the father. Saturn Ruler of the 4th House and significator of the father in 1 The Part of the 

father in Solar Return at 26°57 Capricorn in antisce to Saturn of Solar Return. 

The directed Asc on July 22nd 2016 is at 9°32 Libra conjunct Mercury divisor and 

almuten of the 8th  and conjunct  the midpoint Mars/Saturn. 
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Michèle Modena (France) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Sun AH natural significator of the father square AH Saturn, significator  of 

endings, death 
 the Moon, Ruler of the 8th AH House of death conjunct the Sun (father) en 

inconjunct Pluto in the 1st AH House 
 Jupiter, Ruler of the 1st and 4th AH House (father) in the 12th AH House : loss of 

the father 
 Venus, Ruler of the 11th AH House (8th of the 4th = death of the father) conjunct 

Vx: a struck of fate and square Jupiter, the Ruler of the 4th AH House of the father 

 

 

 

--- 

 

 
Well done, everybody! 

A new Test will be posted to the website round and about June 1st . 

Untill then!! 


